LEAN FOR LEADERS

Build a Lean Six Sigma toolkit to improve project selection, engagement and outcomes.

A sustainable Lean Six Sigma initiative gains traction through, not only application of the methodology, but also, engaging the right people at the right time in the right way. Leaders who play an active support role with a focus on change leadership are much more likely to experience:

— Earlier and more tangible results
— Increased team satisfaction
— Accelerated cultural change

Made for:
Middle to senior managers seeking an understanding of Lean Six Sigma principles to better support process improvement initiatives.

Themes:
This program focuses on a combination of the data and process analysis tools along with the collaborative people management capabilities needed to ensure successful Lean Six Sigma improvement projects, including:

— The essentials of Lean Six Sigma leadership
— Methodology, tools and frameworks
— Project selection
— Change management: engaging hearts and minds
— Successful implementation

Sydney, UNSW CBD Campus, 2 days
$3,575 (incl. GST)

This program will earn you two units towards the Certificate in Executive and Management Development (CEMD).

Unit points towards your CEMD certification
Available for in-house delivery

John McKenna
Chief Executive Officer
North Coast Community Housing

This course was my first exposure to Lean thinking and I found it enlightening when I think about the difference it can make to our business. I have organised for our other three senior managers to attend the course so we can all work on our business from the same vantage point.”
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Outcomes:
Participants will develop a Lean mindset and take away insights and tools to:
— Select, scope and implement projects that have a greater chance of success
— Apply the DMAIC framework to diagnose root cause and fix process issues
— Identify, understand and balance stakeholder interests
— Effectively apply change leadership principles to Lean Six Sigma projects

Learning Approach:
The program is experiential, combining methodology, tools and practical application through cutting-edge simulations to introduce frameworks and tools, deliver familiarity with best practice and provide a change management experience.

Faculty Team:
Dr Paul Walsh is the AGSM Lean Six Sigma Program Director. He is an expert in the fields of Lean management, balanced scorecard and process management and has worked in partnership with clients across the globe for over two decades to ensure successful implementation of process improvement initiatives. He is an experienced facilitator and has developing and teaching operational excellence curriculum at a postgraduate and executive education level for 30 years, and has been widely published on these topics.

Dr Rose Trevelyan works across a broad range of AGSM Executive Education programs, working with managers on cultural awareness and transformation, developing innovation, change management, decision making and performance management. Rose has a wealth of experience working with major organisations both in Australia and in the UK.

To find out more
+61 2 9385 0330
enquiries@agsm.edu.au
agsm.edu.au/lfll

\[ E = Q \times A \]

('E') Effectiveness
of an initiative is determined by
('Q') Technical Quality
multiplied by
('A') Organisational Acceptance